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Benchmarking: China stock non-inclusion in 2015
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Benchmarking: China stock inclusion in 2017
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2017 China event: Portfolio rebalancing across countries
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2017 China event: Portfolio rebalancing across industries
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Paper Overview

The paper is on a very important topic → the consequences of
benchmarking for corporate policies

Tractable model of asset management industry in CARA-normal
(mean-variance) framework which enables stating the results in
closed-form

The authors study firm investment problem, M&A decision, and
IPO incentives in the presence of asset managers whose incentives
are driven by performance compensation that is linked to
benchmarking
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Results

• The share price of a firm that is inside the benchmark is
higher than that of its ‘twin’ that is not

• There is a benchmark inclusion subsidy: when a firm inside
the benchmark acquires an asset (from outside of the
benchmark), the combined value exceeds the sum of the
initial firm value and the value of the asset

Subsidy = “index effect” + “covariance subsidy”

• Cross-sectional heterogeneity of the magnitude of the
subsidy depending on risk characteristics

• ‘Discount rate effect’ → Model’s logic breaks common
wisdom that an asset acquisition that does not alter any cash
flows (of either target or acquirer) should not create any value

• Textbook ‘asset beta’ valuation does not hold → the value
of a project depends on which firm adopts it
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Summary

The paper has much to like about it, and I thought quite a lot
about it.

In my view, the value of a theory work is especially when the
theory introduces a new way for us to think about a given problem
or phenomenon.

100% true in this case. I really like this paper.

In addition, I much appreciate that the model can deliver testable
predictions.

But I am here to provide comments...
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Comment 1: Why is mechanical demand insensitive to b?

Asset managers receive compensation from shareholders

w = a rx + b (rx − rb) + c , with a ≥ 0 and b > 0

Benchmark inclusion subsidy follows from asset manager’s
demand for an asset that is part of the benchmark

xAM1 =
1

a + b

µ1 − S1
ασ21

+
b

a + b

If a = 0, arguably quite plausible, b
a+b = 1. Hence the number of

shares that the manager always holds is a constant, specifically,
it is independent of the strength of performance incentive b.

Since this mechanical demand for the benchmark is critical for all
the results: Is the low sensitivity to the magnitude of b intuitive?
How robust is this feature? What assumption drives it?
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Comment 2: What if benchmark is market portfolio?
Two-factor CAPM obtains

E(Ri )− 1 = βm
i γm − βb

i γb

with βm
i =

Cov(Ri ,Rm)

Var(Rm)
and βb

i =
Cov(Ri ,Rb)

Var(Rb)
, i = 1, ..., n

Empirically, most common benchmarks are S&P 500 index and
broad MSCI indexes—proxies for the market portfolio—suggesting

βm
i ≈ βb

i and γm ≈ γb ⇒ E(Ri ) = 1, i = 1, ..., n

With benchmarking, are expected returns driven down to risk less
rate? At the same time, in the model, benchmarking makes firms’
cash flows in the economy more correlated → more risk.

GE vs. PE: Maybe it is important to think what forces determine
the size of the asset management industry, now, λAM is constant.

Possibly additional unique empirical predictions if the model
features ‘broad’ and ‘narrow’ benchmarks.
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Comment 3: Case of passive investment management

Authors think about passive management as

w = a rx + b (rx − rb) + c , with b →∞.

Indexers talk about minimizing ‘tracking error’, for example

min
x
{Var(εx ,t)} from regression rx ,t = α + βb

x rb,t + εx ,t ,

suggesting that compensation of a passive manager is related to

w ∝ b (rx − rb)2, with −∞ < b < 0.

and that trading costs are important. Due to trading costs,
indexers do not hold the exact benchmark portfolio.

The passive investment management case requires more attention.
Think carefully about how indexers’ incentives drive demand for
assets. ‘b →∞ limit’ approach maybe too simplistic.
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Rise of indexing
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Benchmarking vs. Indexing

Implications of indexing for corporate policies are not known, and
the phenomenon is of similar importance to benchmarking

Implications might be different. For example, if indexers want
to minimize trading costs, they may have incentives to block
M&As initiated by benchmark firms, as these events change
benchmark weights and thus trigger need to trade → opposite to
the current model

Distinguishing benchmarking from indexing is needed at the level
of incentives. The absence of theory holds back and confuses
empirical work in this area.
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Benchmarking vs. Indexing: Aberdeen example
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Benchmarking vs. Indexing: Aberdeen example
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Best of luck with the paper!

Jan Bena

E-mail: jan.bena@sauder.ubc.ca

Homepage: http://www.janbena.com

SSRN: https://ssrn.com/author=576102
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